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2	Once

the brackets are at the appropriate length, insert
the tabs from the upper bracket into the two slots on
the side enclosure, then secure to wall studs using the
#12 x 21/2" screws.

CONTENTS
1

Enclosure, side

3

Bracket, upper mounting

1

Bracket, lower mounting

6

Screw, #12 x 21/2"

6

Washer

1

Tape, foam

4

Screw, #8 x 11/2"

16

Screw, #8 x 1/2"

1

Bracket, spacer
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WARNING
To prevent the unit from tipping forward, the upper and
lower mounting brackets must be secured to wall studs.
Engage upper bracket.

Installation
To ensure consistent reveals, each side enclosure must be
perfectly plumb and square. Side enclosure(s) and
mounting brackets may need to be shimmed to ensure
consistent reveals.

4	Install

the lower bracket by inserting the tabs into the
two slots on the side enclosure, then secure to wall
studs using the #8 x 11/2" screws.

5	For

installations with a top panel, skip to step 6.
Apply foam tape to the inside, back edge of the
enclosure. The tape should be applied 10" from the
bottom of the enclosure.

1	Determine

the width of the Sub-Zero unit being installed
then modify the lower mounting and spacer brackets to
the appropriate width by flexing the brackets back and
forth. For 18" models, two tabs must be removed from
the upper bracket (using a pliers) before bracket can be
flexed. Width references have been stamped into each
bracket. Refer to the illustrations below. For single
enclosure installations, remove the tabs opposite the
side enclosure. Tabs can be removed by flexing back
and forth with a pliers

10"

Engage lower bracket.
REMOVE
TABS

Lower mounting and spacer
brackets.

Anchor upper bracket.

18" upper mounting bracket.
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Install foam tape.
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6	Slide

the Sub-Zero unit into position then attach the
side enclosure to the unit using the #8 x 1/2" screws.

7	Install

the spacer bracket behind the toekick then install
the toekick.

Attach side enclosure.
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Spacer bracket.
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